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Public Consultation Session Summary 

Belfountain Complex Management Plan & Class Environmental Assessment 

Fall 2015 

 

Consultation Overview 
 

Credit Valley Conservation (CVC) has committed to hosting public consultation sessions at key points 

during the planning process for the Belfountain Complex Management Plan and Class Environmental 

Assessment for the Belfountain Dam and Headpond (Class EA).  Public consultation provides an 

opportunity to both inform interested parties about the project as well as consult on recommendations 

and proposals.  The project’s Stakeholder Advisory Committee and agency partners are also involved in 

providing input and feedback into the plan.   

 

The first public consultation session for this project was held in December, 2014 to formally announce the 

project and seek initial ideas for the Complex and comments related to early proposals.  The second round 

of consultation for this project was held in September and early October, 2015 and focused on introducing 

the Class EA and presenting early design concepts for Belfountain Conservation Area.  The consultation 

schedule for the second round of consultation included a formal evening public meeting as well as onsite 

consultation that involved setting up a booth for four days in Belfountain Conservation Area to reach out 

to the public.   

 

 This summary focuses on CVC’s second round of public consultation for the Belfountain Management 

Plan and Class EA (September and October 2015) and is organized into four main components:  

 

1.  Overview of Public Meeting 

2.  Overview of Onsite Consultation 

3.  Summary of Questions and Discussion 

 3.1.  Summary of Question and Answer Period at the Public Meeting (September 22, 2015) 

 3.2.  Summary of Discussion and Feedback Received (verbal) 

 3.3.  Questionnaire Reponses and Results 

4.  Next Steps 

 

The meeting agenda for the public meeting held on September 22nd is included in this report as 

Attachment A.  The questionnaire is included as Attachment B.  

 

This summary was put together by Credit Valley Conservation staff.  It is not intended to provide a 

verbatim transcript; rather it reflects key feedback received.  If you have any suggested edits, please send 

them to Laura Rundle at lrundle@creditvalleyca.ca by Monday, November 17
th

, 2015, after which point 

the summary will be finalized and posted on CVC’s website.  

 

1.  Overview of Public Meeting 
 

On Tuesday, September 22, 2015 approximately 50 people attended the public consultation session for 

Belfountain Complex Management Plan and Class EA.  Forty-six individuals signed-in at the event and the 

postal codes collected during registration indicate that the vast majority of individuals were from 

Belfountain, although a few attendees were from the broader Caledon area, Halton Hills and Orangeville.    
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The purpose of the meeting was to present the preliminary concept designs for Belfountain Conservation 

Area as well as to introduce the Class EA and the preliminary work done to date.  The input received 

during the first round of public consultation (December, 2014) and how it has or will be integrated in the 

Management Plan, or addressed, was also discussed.   

 

The evening was separated into three main components:  

1) PowerPoint presentation 

2) Question & answer period 

3) Public review the project posters and one-on-one or small group discussions with staff 

 

The agenda for the public meeting is located in Attachment A.  Each participant was provided with a 

questionnaire (Attachment B) to help focus how questions and comments were received.  

 

Staff from Credit Valley Conservation, Amec-Foster Wheeler (firm retained to undertake Class EA) and 

Brook McIlroy (firm retained to develop concept plans and architectural sketches), were available to 

discuss the project and answer questions.  The materials that were discussed and presented during the 

public meeting are available on CVC’s website: http://www.creditvalleyca.ca/enjoy-the-

outdoors/conservation-areas/belfountain-conservation-area/belfountain-conservation-area-management-

plan/consultation/public-information-session-september-22-2015/  

 

   

2.  Overview of Onsite Consultation 
 

Consultation took place onsite at Belfountain Conservation Area from 10am to 4pm on the following 

dates: 

• Saturday, September 26th (as part of the Salamander Festival) 

• Sunday, September 27th  

• Friday, October 2nd
 

• Saturday, October 3rd
 

 

Over the course of the four days, CVC staff discussed the Management Plan and Class EA, in varying levels 

of detail with approximately 70 individuals.  Several people took surveys and materials and about twenty 

provided their contact information indicating that they were interested in receiving updates, learning more 

or becoming more involved in the planning process.     

 

As can be expected, conversations with different individuals and groups varied widely based on individual 

interests and concerns.  General comments and feedback received (verbal), have been included in section 

3.2., which also contains verbal feedback received during the public meeting.  

 

 

 

 

Public Consultation Meeting Details 

Date:  Tuesday, September 22nd, 2015 

Time:  6p.m. to 9p.m. 

Presentation:  6:30p.m. to 7:30p.m. 

Location:  Caledon Ski Club, 17431 Mississauga Road Caledon, ON 
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3.  Summary of Questions and Discussion 
 

This section contains an overview of the questions and feedback that were received through consultation 

events as well as through completed questionnaires. It is important to note, with the exception of 

section 3.1., that CVC’s responses to the comments and input received are not included in this 

summary.   A disposition table identifying all comments and how they will be addressed, will be included 

in an upcoming report.  

 

 3.1.  Summary of Question and Answer Period at the Public Meeting (Sept 22, 2015) 

  

One of the three main components of the public meeting on September 22, 2015 was a question and 

answer period.  Questions have been bolded; answers from staff are recorded in italics. Note that in some 

cases, similar questions have been grouped together. 

 

• What is the purpose of the new visitor centre?  A new visitor centre would provide much needed 

indoor space at Belfountain Conservation Area.  It would contain updated washroom facilities, an area 

for interpretation and educational displays and an area that could be used for educational and special 

events.  Space for CVC operations (staff office, equipment storage), could remain in the existing building 

or be incorporated into a new building.  

 

• Will one visitor centre take over as opposed to several small buildings?  Yes, one space could 

work.  No more than two buildings are proposed in the main development area (the existing workshop 

and washroom facilities may or may not be separate from the proposed visitor centre).   

 

• How much will the management plan cost?  What is the budgeting process?  We won’t have a 

final cost identified for the management plan until preferred options (including the size and placement of 

features), is selected.  The budgeting process may involve asking for special levy funds from our 

municipal partners, applying for grants and funds that become available and fundraising through the 

CVC Foundation.  Depending on available funding, a phased approach may be utilized to implement the 

Plan over several years.  Conversely, if a large amount of money is available, we may try to complete the 

project in a short period of time.  

 

• What is the intent of the expansion and enhancement of Belfountain Conservation Area?  Is it to 

generate additional revenue for CVC?  The main purpose of the planning process is to deal with 

existing issues onsite and enhance what already exists.  Revenue generation has not been a focus of the 

planning process.  Though revenue is important for maintaining the conservation area (decreases have 

not been incorporated) revenue is not an objective of the facilities.   

 

• Generation of revenue would likely be derived from increased facilities and amenities.  The 

purpose of enhancing facilities and amenities is to increase visitor experience and alleviate concerns that 

have been identified through the planning process (e.g. parking, traffic).  Revenue may increase based on 

increased fees to support infrastructure development.   

 

• Some community members are more impacted than others.  We have concerns with traffic, 

visitors, noise, trash left in the village.  Bus traffic and school buses during the week also cause 

noise.  We need to consider better noise mitigation and site lines for neighbours.  What are you 

going to do for those of us living here?  We are trying to address many of these comments through 

the management plan.  Several will relate to the development of new policies, such policies about the 
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number of buses that can be permitted onsite at one time.  We are also working to try to alleviate some 

of the broader concerns regarding traffic and parking with our agency partners.  

 

• What considerations do you have for buffers around the parking lot?  Once a preferred alternative 

is selected, we will be able to make recommendations for buffers around the parking area.  Generally, 

these concepts indicate a 5m buffer between the parking area and boundary line.  Please let us know 

your comments.  

 

• Parking and traffic is the issue here.  What is the alternative if we do not increase the parking in 

the conservation area?  Increasing the parking area in Belfountain Conservation Area will alleviate 

some of the parking issues in Town.  CVC is working with the Town of Caledon, Region of Peel and other 

partner agencies to identify additional solutions to these problems.  These include utilizing additional 

parking areas on the weekend (for example, Belfountain Public School), using signage to better direct 

visitors vs regular traffic, exploring a shuttle service on weekends and marketing strategies.   

 

• Vandalism is a huge concern.  We are aware that any concepts that are selected will have to be 

managed effectively.  Part of this involves working with our partner agencies, such as the Ontario 

Provincial Police and the municipalities.  Security and enforcement are also key items that will be 

addressed in the management through internal policy development.   

 

• Current visitor traffic on weekends and during the weekdays is a huge concern.  How many 

people visit each day? How many visitors do you have per year?  If we keep building, more 

people will come.  Over the past several years, our visitation has generally remained consistent (25,000 

– 30,000 people per year).  Visitation has increased in 2015 (an estimated 10% - 15% increase from 2014 

as of September 2015).  We are unsure exactly what has caused this increase, but assume that it is a 

number of factors, including general population growth and perhaps radio commercials featuring the 

Belfountain area (Mazda). We are exploring ways to better manage this, including encouraging off-peak 

visitation and managing visitation on weekends. 

 

• Why are you closing the unsanctioned trails in the Complex?  Unsanctioned or unauthorized trails 

refer to trails that are not maintained by CVC.  These include trails that access the water and contribute 

to degradation and the spread of invasive species.  These do not include the Trimble Trail, Crow’s Nest 

Loop, the Pond Trail or the Gorge Loop Trail – these are all sanctioned trails that are important to 

conservation area visitors and operations. The Right-of-Way located on the Willoughby Property is 

owned by the Ontario Heritage Trust; they are addressing the use of this area.   

 

• What is the future water source of the visitor centre? A well will likely be the future water source of 

a new visitor centre.  Once the preferred option is selected, we will look into the quality and quantity of 

water from a local well to ensure that maintain the building is feasible.    

 

3.2. Summary of Discussion and Feedback Received (verbal) 
 

The feedback below was shared by participants (verbally) to staff during the poster review portion of the 

public meeting, as well as through onsite consultation in Belfountain Conservation Area.  CVC responses 

are not provided to each individual comment in this summary report; feedback for each response will be 

included in a report that thoroughly details all of the comments received.  Please note that some of these 

comments are similar topics to the questions received (section 3.1.) 
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Visitation and Capacity Comments  

• Why doesn't CVC just close the gates when the park is full?  

• Develop a parking app to be able to tell people to go away when there is no more parking because 

the park is closed. 

• Why keep the park open at all? 

• Biggest problem within Belfountain Conservation Area is flow – getting visitors to disburse around 

the site and not just stay near the entrance. 

• Resident noted that they had visited High Park and was disappointed that they had a reservation only 

for picnic sites. She now understands why such as policy would be implemented and encourages a 

similar policy for BCA. 

• Control the borders. Everybody who enters should pay. 

• CVC should have a yearly capacity for visitors, and when that is reached, the park should be closed for 

the rest of the year.  

• This park really needs more parking. 

 

Vandalism and Safety Comments 

• Onsite security is important – residents feel that the conservation area is contributing negatively to 

the overall safety of the community.  CVC needs to make a plan to address this.  

• Site security is a concern, particularly to those that border the conservation area.  This presents a 

concern not only to the conservation area but for their property as well. 

• Entrance needs a gate at the road as people park on the dead end section of road at night to access 

the park after hours. Teenagers mostly and they ruin things 

• Gates need to be moved to the front entrance to deter vandals 

• You should install permanent picnic tables that are cemented into the ground – this will help with 

accessibility.  They also won’t be thrown into the river. 

 

Activities and Programming Comments 

• Don't do picnics at all because they are low value.  Picnics do not benefit the local community or 

businesses. 

• Don't allow buses in at all; buses are noisy and block traffic 

• Potential programming for a visitor centre could include: ideas around culture, arts, music, and food. 

Events that the community could participate in and that CVC could generate some revenue from.  

This could include local food nights, cooking demonstrations, local wine/cider/beer tastings and 

pairings, etc.   

• Residents would like to see a plan identifying exactly what is proposed for the visitor centre. 

• Develop Belfountain CA only for hikers and picnickers; they seem to be the ones using the site the 

most. 

• I love the Salamander Festival – you need to have more events like this. 

 

Class EA Comments 

• Resident had been coming to Belfountain CA since they were a kid – would love to be able to swim in 

the headpond again. 

• It will be very interesting to see how the outcome of the Class EA for Belfountain compares to the EA 

for the Erin dam. 

• Getting Atlantic Salmon up should not be an objective in the Class EA.   

• Resident was not supportive of removing Brown Trout below the Dam.  
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Community Relationship Comments 

• Residents once felt welcome at the conservation area and were proud to live within walking distance 

of this gem. When CVC withdrew friendship passes and insisted on charging residents, they felt they 

were no longer welcome. With the new change in policy re active transportation, there was little done 

to communicate this to the community and believe they found out by accident which undermined 

the very purpose of this initiative.  

• Connecting with local eateries, wine makers, bakers, etc. is very important.  Promote local businesses.  

People become frequent day tripper to entire area. 

• CVC should report park usage to residents –report/time/dates/activities (monthly/weekly/weekend) 

• The lack of investment in the site has led to its slow deterioration which has diminished resident’s 

faith that CVC is a responsible land manager of this site. 

 

Other Comments 

• Noise is a major problem.  How can we mitigate noise with design techniques?  Maybe having an 

inside space would reduce some noise, but operational change might be needed to (idling of buses, 

etc.).  

• It’s nice to see that CVC wants to put money into Belfountain Conservation Area – it is long overdue. 

• Area of sloped land north of gatehouse should be left as is. There is an old hunter’s cottage in there 

that is a hidden gem. Forest provides privacy to neighbouring properties. 

• Sustainable elements of the landscape plan should be considered carefully as they are a big 

maintenance commitment and need sufficient funding for upkeep. 

• All consultants and CVC staff should visit the park on a Saturday at 2pm in the summer to get a true 

idea of how busy it can be. 

• If the park continues to be overrun with visitors, then newly renewed landscapes will be ruined 

quickly. 

• My wife and I own road frontage on a local road not far from the Belfountain park entrance. I am 

wondering if the Credit Valley Conservation would be interested in acquiring the larger part of our 

property or the whole property with the house seeing a there are many changes going on in park and 

with parking.  You could have additional parking, overflow parking or a pavilion park area etc. The 

home would also make a great visitor or classroom learning centre.  

• Visitor first came to Belfountain CA from Guelph for a field trip in 1956.  Sad to see some of the old 

cottages go overtime, but happy to see that CVC plans to pay respect to some of Mack’s original 

features. 

• Any investment that is made is only temporary – it will only be degraded by visitors. 

• I don’t think that many of the residents would be interested in supporting the gardens like they used 

to – CVC should look for other volunteers. 

• It’s nice to hear that accessibility is a main element – using the driveway to get down to the picnic 

area is too difficult and steep. 

 

3.3.  Questionnaire Reponses and Results 

 
 

This section includes the comments and feedback received from the completed questionnaires that were 

distributed both during the public meeting as well as during onsite consultation. In total, thirteen 

completed questionnaires were received.  The raw responses have been included in the summary for 

informational purposes only.  CVC has not prepared comments for each individual response in this 

summary report; comments will be addressed in detail in a future report.     
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1. Please rank the objectives (1 to 7) in order of importance to you in the space provided above.  Place a ‘1’ 

beside the most important, ‘2’ beside the second most important, etc. 

 

The objectives have been organized by level of importance as indicated by the tabulated questionnaire 

results: 

1.  Promote natural stream function 

2.  Conserve and enhance natural heritage attributes 

3. Maintain a fisheries barrier between upstream Brook Trout and downstream invasive and non-

native species 

4.  Conserve and enhance cultural heritage attributes 

5.  Strive for long-term sustainability including economic viability 

6.  Reduce/minimize risk to visitors, staff and affected property 

7.  Maintain or improve the visitor experience 

 

2. Are there other objectives you think the Class Environmental Assessment should consider?  Why? (These 

should be specific to the dam and headpond) 

 
• We cannot stop the river so we should eventually have some idea of decommissioning 

• Keep the dam and headpond intact 

• Nope 

• I haven’t visited Belfountain in the spring, but if the flora natural to the area aren’t currently there, I suggest 

adding them 

• We don’t feel qualified to offer suggestions for rehabilitation, so we must rely on scientific and professional 

data and expertise 

• Fix What’s Broken.  I see no need to reimagine what is at present a unique and special feature – water 

running over the dam, mossy rocks, fronted by the suspension bridge that connects to the Pond Loop Trail 

• Naturalize stream/river by removing/lowering the spillage.  Keep some type of barrier to keep invasive 

species at bay.  Preserve tufa deposits are an important plant habitat due to porosity.  

• I note that #6 suggests that striving for long-term sustainability must include economic viability.  

Sustainability is an economic, social and environmental concept, so naturally it includes economic concerns. 

Question: Whose economic viability is being referenced? The CVC? The Hamlet of Belfountain?  Please clarify. 

• Other objectives that the Class EA should consider? Yes. Maintain or improve the community’s experience. 

This is a modification of #3, but one that I believe holds equal merit. We are living in the headwaters of the 

Credit, and the dam and headpond are part of our immediate environment. The local community’s 

experience is definitely critical.  

• We do not have additional objectives to contribute, as we believe the objective to “Promote natural stream 

function” includes minimizing the thermal and sediment impacts of the Headpond on the river downstream, 

which is our most significant concern. 

• Visitor harmony needs to include symbiosis with residents of Belfountain.  If the goal is solely to attract 

paying daytrippers you have already over-achieved this.  The cultural heritage and natural beauty of the park 

need to be the focus so people learn to appreciate the attributes of the park. 

 

 

3. What is your vision for the Belfountain Dam and Headpond? 

 
• Naturalization 

• That the dam and headpond be maintained; kept functional 

Class EA Questions (Questionnaire #1) 
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• A natural environment capable of supporting native species 

• Visitor experience should not be a factor in these infrastructure decisions.  What is the best solution for 

affected species and the natural landscape? 

• Conservation of this unique and special feature with repairs and enhancements limited to what is 

necessary for maintaining the fisheries barriers, considering any downstream implications and ensuring 

visitor safety 

• Potential use of the headpond in winter for skating 

• To strive for sustainability, both environmental and economic 

• Naturalize same for better long-term environmental habitat.  

• To preserve/conserve the natural and cultural aspects of the same.  To preserve history and heritage for 

our children and future generations. 

• Vision for the dam and headpond? I want it to be upgraded for safety purposes, and I want a healthy 

fisheries and local terrestrial environment. In order to provide you with a more specific vision, I will need 

to better understand the pros and cons of each of the options identified.  

• Recognizing their heritage and social value, as well as their role in partitioning the upper West Credit 

River, we would envision the Dam and Headpond contributing optimized habitat to downstream fishes 

(Including Atlantic Salmon through their life cycle), leading to improved fishing opportunities within 

existing fishing regulations.  We also see Belfountain CA remaining as an important stocking site for 

Atlantic Salmon restoration in the Credit River.  

• If the goal of the CVC is to promote the Charles Mack vision then the headpond needs to be preserved 

and the dam as well.  The silt needs to be removed, the dam and retaining walls need to be made 

structurally sound.  A fish ladder also needs to be a function for species migration.  The pond, dam and 

park have been neglected for a very long time.  The costs for improvement are extremely high because 

there has been little/no maintenance for a very long time. 

 

4.  The presentation and poster boards provide the Baseline Inventory (background information) for the study 

area under various technical study categories.  Is there any information that you think is important to 

the study that the Study Team may not be aware of?  This could be problems you’ve observed in the 

study area, wildlife observations, or other relevant information. 

(This information will be included in both the Class EA and Management Plan disposition tables, as it 

relates to both/either of these projects). 
• Nope 

• We have noticed fewer wildlife sightings in the past few years, as numbers of visitors increase.  We’ve 

now opted to hike in a less fragile area to do our part (Island Lake). 

• Degradation of the site due to excessive numbers of visitors – both environmental and property 

degradation are occurring.  More security could help.  A cap on the number of visitors would also be 

very helpful in reducing the problems around garbage and vandalism. 

• Draft Background Report dated February 2014 contains reference to “carrying capacity” in section 4.2.2, 

however figures were not provided. 

• Park rules and regulations – are there posted rules and regulations? If no, there should be.  Please refer 

to Algonquin Park Rules and regs available on their website as they are an amazing example.  

• Looks quite comprehensive 

• In terms of the baseline inventory, I walk through the park on a regular basis and I am not aware of any 

other additional information that I can contribute at this time.  

• In our review of the Baseline Inventory we noted an emphasis on providing fish passage for Atlantic 

Salmon and American Eel, and would comment that the need for either of these species to have access 

beyond the Belfountain Dam is extremely limited.  The number of returning Atlantic Salmon adults is 

currently low, and even with increased returns in the future there is expected to be adequate spawning 

habitat between the Norval fishway and the Cataracts/Belfountain Dam.  American Eel numbers in the 

Credit River are even lower, and the key bottlenecks for the species in Lake Ontario are external to the 

Credit River.        Additionally, fishways are expensive to install and operate as a means to gate fish in 

perpetuity.  The existing fishways at Streetsville and Norval are only being minimally operated now for 

the selective passage of fish, and gating fish at a third location would further strain staff resources for a 

very limited gain.  Should information on historic access, recovery strategies, or fish numbers change, 
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then upstream fish passage should be reviewed once more, but we do not feel it is critical at this time.   

We would like to add, however, that any modifications to the Dam and Headpond should also take into 

account the need for downstream migration of fishes such as smelting Atlantic Salmon or Rainbow Trout 

or the downstream movement of non-migratory fishes. 

• The CVC has reported the dam does not meet earthquake standards according to current policy.  Are 

there ways to mitigate this issue without making major changes to the dam or the headpond other than 

dredging it to remove the abundance of silt that has been allowed to fill the pond for many years. 

 

 

 

 

 

5.   What is your preferred option for the forecourt? 

 

 
Additional Responses: 

• Do not increase parking 

• Option #2, except that the picnic area is reduced 

• Very defined and controlled picnic area 

• I don’t care about any of the options for the forecourt. They are all the same. 

• The forecourt is where we stage our school visits in the CA and is very popular with the classes.  Based on our 

use of the area, as well as an interest in rehabilitating the stream bank while still providing access to parts of 

the river, Options 1 or 2 would be the preferred options.  

 

6.  Why do you prefer this option? 
• CVC should not be a “money maker” – wrong priority 

• (Option 1) Moderate shoreline and inland planting 

• (Option 1) Accessibility and maximum shoreline planting 

• (Option 2) Minimal impact, reduced picnic zones to keep numbers in check, ecologically sound 

• (Option 2) To prevent littering and set tone for environmental sustainability 

• (Option 2) Least environmental impact 

• (Option 1) Defined picnic area, bike parking 

• They are all the same, just variations of a theme. 

• I think the river access rocks are hilarious. They will not stop people from entering elsewhere. Look at other 

facilities across Canada, and you will see evidence that that has not worked. 

• The park needs to be a place for people to come and appreciate nature 
 

 

7.  What features do you particularly like or dislike in the forecourt? 

 

Option 1 Option 2 

Management Plan Questions (Questionnaire #2) 
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The graph below indicates how survey respondents reacted to the different features identified in the 

forecourt. 

 
 

 

 

Additional Comments: 

Component Comments 

Pedestrian Entry Way 
- should be on west, opposite side of road 

- a given  

Accessible Drop-off 

- appropriate to picnic/shore use 

- should be one way 

- not paved – park cannot become a concrete jungle 

River Access 

- (like) if shoreline is protected with native plantings 

- defined boundary;  

- I think the river access rocks are hilarious. They will not stop people from 

entering elsewhere.  Look at other facilities across Canada, and you will see 

evidence that that has not worked. 

- planned areas for leaving not entering the water 

Bike Parking 
- encourage low impact visitation 

- needs to be secure 

Accessible Trail 

- low impact development, permeable pavers 

- not feasible in this location 

- environmental trail designers, landscape architects, should be involved in all 

trails 

- should not be paved-packed - small gravel or limestone works well and is 

better for drainage 

Defined Picnic Spaces 

- Reduce 

- with a few flexible spaces 

- all options for defined picnic space is an increase in area 
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- picnic space needs to be significantly reduced 

Flexible Picnic Spaces 

- I don't know what this is 

- fewer in number and choice of sites 

- creates more space for potential garbage 

Shoreline & Inland 

Plantings 

- ensures limited access to river 

- native restoration critical to protect natural environment 

- seems more natural 

- shoreline needs to be protected from erosion 

9.  Do you have any 

other thoughts or 

comments about the 

forecourt area? 

- The vision of an English garden unsuitable to this natural area despite Mack 

heritage, as they would be difficult and costly to create and maintain 

- We volunteered years ago to clean-up and plant the gardens from the 

entrance, parking area and fountain.  Watering and weeding maintenance was 

not very successful.  Annual plants and design not appropriate to site 

- Yes to riparian restoration and native plantings.  Include a defined trail through 

this to limit risk of degradation of planted area.  There may be additional 

strategies to provide for protecting the planted areas? 

- I agree that the forecourt should be a welcoming place. Bike parking? Bikes 

park at the coffee shop, not the park. I rarely see anyone using a bike to get to 

the park. The defined picnics spaces may be cute, and with sufficient plantings, 

may actually allow for some biodiversity of habitat in the heavily used visitor 

area. 

- Sitting areas would be appropriate but do not want the park to be overloaded 

with picnic pods 

 

10.   What is your preferred option for the visitor centre and parking area? 

 

 
Additional Responses: 

• Definitely not increased parking 

• Less, not more parking 

• No increase in parking 

• It is not clear if all options offered a bus-only exit or only Option 1, but as our visits almost always include 

one or more school buses, the smooth and safe movement of buses and students in this area is an important 

feature for us and a bus-only exit would enhance that. 

• I prefer NOT to have a visitor centre.  

• Mix of 3 and 2 

 

11.  Why do you prefer this option? 
• Keep it natural, CVC should not be a money maker 

• (Option 1) Limits regular public access to currently used area 

Option 2 Option 1 

Option 3 
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• (Option 2) Most parking 

• Parking must be minimized to ease excessive noise, traffic and environmental impact 

• There are too many visitors already 

• (Option 3) Option is increased by only 4 spaces 

• (Option 2) Increased Parking  

• This is an expenditure that does not make sense to me. It will increase visitation, increase damage to the 

park, and quite honestly, I think it is a waste of money. A covered place for visitors would be welcome, I am 

sure, but it does not have to be a large visitor centre. A consideration – why not take the old pumphouse out 

and put a covered structure there. You can add displays about the headpond, dam and history there. But do 

not build a visitor centre.  

• Need landscape and grounds as focus, one building smaller than 5k sq ft 

 

12.  What features do you particularly like or dislike in the visitor centre and parking area? 

 
 

Additional Comments: 

Component Comments 

Drop off area 
- Seems natural flow 

- need a spot to safely exit vehicles – no space for buses 

Increased Parking Spaces 

- Keep the park in a natural setting 

- Not appropriate for such a small, fragile area so close to the hamlet 

- Since parking/traffic is a big issue in Belfountain - this would help 

manage those issues.  People will not stop coming - the residents need 

to focus on managing volume 

- 50 max 

Overflow Parking Area 

- more pavement is not appropriate in this fragile area 

-  not necessary with option 

- when max is reached no more vehicles 

New V.C. (One Building) 

- Depends on the size 

- far too large for a small park 

- less than 5k sq ft should not be the focus of the park 
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New V.C. (Two Buildings) 

- 2 buildings ok but large visitor centre is completely out of scale (500 sq. 

ft.!) 

- limit size of visitor centre to accommodate interpretive info and 

seminar space, not large events 

- makes more sense to have it under one roof - environmentally, 

economically, etc.  

13.  Do you have any 

other thoughts or 

comments about the 

visitor centre and parking 

area? 

- “If you build it, they will come”.  This is the problem – too many 

thoughtless visitors 

The building should be as “green” as possible 

- Additional parking will not relieve car issues in the Hamlet.  In town, as 

soon as one car leaves, another occupies the space – all summer long.  

Build it and they will come is not the answer. 

- One of your objectives in a previous stakeholder handout says “protect 

and enhance ecological diversity”.  This must trump visitor augmentation 

and experience.  The conservation plan should be about conservation, 

not tourism.  

- Consider a wooded buffer zone between parking area and neighbours 

Maintain operations centre if “it ain’t broke” 

- Location of visitor centre in option 1 – offers view; is prominent and 

welcoming to visitors arriving by car 

- Mississauga Rd does not have the width or sight lines in this area to 

allow for tour buses and drop off locations  

- Do not increase parking spaces. Look to your plans and put caps on the 

number of people visiting the park. Encourage off-peak visitation. Do 

what you are already suggesting but do not increase parking. “If you 

build it they will come”…the same will happen with a visitor centre and 

with increased parking.  

- Is the existing workshop up to code? If it is, then use it, but upgrade it 

and put an addition on it to create a positive working space for staff, and 

increase number of washrooms. 

- Belfountain received the groundswell of visitors moving into the ever 

expanding Brampton area.  Increasing the parking lot (by 40 cars) is not 

going to address the 30,000 new landowners driving north.  Need 

alternatives that don’t impact the rest of the community.  No bus or 

traffic exit on to Pinnacle St. 

 

 

14.  What is your preferred option for the hillside garden? 

 
 

Additional Responses: 

Option 2 

Option 3 

Option 1 
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• Good idea to upgrade 

• I have no preferred option for the hillside garden.  

• While we do not generally use the hillside garden as a picnic area, when we have students out with us we do 

use it as a pathway down to the forecourt that is safely away from vehicles on the driveway.  With that in 

mind, while also recognizing the potential for naturalizing the slope, we support Option 2 because of its 

accessible ramp.  While rare, we occasionally have students requiring wheelchair access at the CA.  

 

15.  Why do you prefer this option? 
• Enhances the overall concept of the park 

• (Option 2) Stair integration through middle of zigzag walkway path 

• (Option 2) Accessibility – though the picnic spaces are too close to the stairs – not private enough 

• (Option 3) Least impact to the natural site while rehabilitating eroded area.  No additional building on site is 

preferable 

• (Option 1) Least environmental impact 

• (Option 2) Path design and accessibility 

• They all look the same, as I have noted. Erosion is always going to happen, so ensure limited erosion through 

effective landscaping 

• Meets the needs of all visitors, naturalization and appreciation 

 

16.  What features do you particularly like or dislike in the hillside garden? 

 
 

Additional Comments: 

Component Comments 

Picnic Pods 

- define area; nice 

 - small but intimate 

- 3 only, get away from picnicking 
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Accessible Trail 

- far too intrusive for the topography 

- Desirable for strollers, walkers and wheelchairs, but is it practical for this 

slope? 

- too damaging to the slope 

- fabulous; 

-  I like an accessible trail…if investments are going to be made in this park, 

having some kind of accessibility option is worthwhile. 

Forest Trail 

- too formal 

- too damaging to the slope 

- located elsewhere on trail system perhaps 

- build in tandem with accessible 

Footpath 

- more informal and stylistically appropriate for this small parkette;  

- a marked trail in a location deemed acceptable by a landscape architect; 

allow maximum walking through area 

Removal of Existing 

Staircase 
- allows for leisurely walks 

Reconstruction of 

Staircase 

- Pedestrians should assume liability issues 

- safe, easy access without creating an additional footprint 

- is it necessary?  Does it become high maintenance and costly? 

17.  Do you have any 

other thoughts or 

comments about the 

hillside garden? 

- Good idea 

- Option 3, thankfully does not show a building “less is more”.  Defined areas 

that remain natural looking are much more sympathetic to the area. 

- Option 1 – offers the most picnic pods, nicely separated and sited in the 

landscape and accessed by the trail 

- Add “you are here” trail map 

- No 

- Need to focus on naturalization, gardens, scenic views, focus on cultural 

attributes and art opportunities.  No pavilions.  

 

 

 

18.  What is your preferred option for the portico? 

  
Additional Responses: 

• Keep in line with country/culture design (presentation photo) 

• Upgrade pumphouse and bridge area 

• Option 2 – but with some covered seating 

• N/A 

• We would support Option 1 as it has no new impact on the west side of the river, allowing for increased 

naturalization there while still providing new amenities at the portico on the east side of the river. 

• Mix of 1 and 2 

 

Option 1 Option 2 
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19.  Why do you prefer this option? 
• Enhances park 

• (Option 1) Uses current infrastructure and footprint 

• I don’t see the purpose of the circular area in front of covered seating in Option 1. 

• (Option 2) Minimizes infrastructure, less formal – in keeping with the parks small acreage 

• (Option 1) Uses existing building, accessible restroom conveniently located, interpretive and way finding info 

• Less construction 

• (Option 1) Encourages crossing water and creates anticipation of trails, etc. 

• Very similar 

• No washroom on west side of river – all on east side 

 
20.  What features do you particularly like or dislike in the portico? 

 
 

 

Additional Comments:  

Component Comments 

Accessible Washroom 
- Less costly, perhaps use existing 

- modify existing to include washroom  

Lawn with Informal Seating 
- It's a park! 

- allows one to sit on mother earth 

Covered Deck with Informal 

Seating 

- Bring your own lawn chair/blankets  this would also reduce 

theft/vandalism if there are no chairs to throw in the river 

- allows for rainy days or those with limited mobility 

Riverside Deck   

21.  Do you have any other 

thoughts or comments about 

the portico? 

- Keep it, restore it to historic standards 

- This park should be as natural and un-construed as possible owing to its 

small size and fragility.  Encourage a low impact, natural experience of 

walking, observing nature and natural elements rather than creating a man-
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made tourist theme park.  Minimal landscapes, minimal signage = 

maximum value 

- Many benches burnt and/or thrown into pond/river in the past – even the 

bridge downstream badly vandalized soon after construction.  How is this 

policed! 

- The construction of a covered deck/riverside deck is a ridiculous waste of 

funds. 

- Concerns are water supply for toilets – would solution include using water 

(rain) from roof tops, collecting it, storing it and using for flushing? 

Drinking water could be accessible in visitor centre if required.  Most hikers 

bring drinking water along.  

- If a Visitor Centre is needed, then use this site as a place to do 

interpretation. Have the covered space here, but don’t make it too large or 

it will overwhelm the site. Do not offering “programming”. This is not a 

provincial park and we don’t need to interpret everything.  

- interpretive centre is signage only – most of this would be found at the 

visitor centre.  Focus on green attributes and accessibility.  A pool is a 

liability unless you are bringing fulltime staff, and what happens when staff 

aren’t there?  Like the idea of informal seating areas but concerned about 

vandalism. 

 

22.  Do you have any ideas for special events or activities that would be a good fit for Belfountain 

Conservation Area? 

• Keep them small, quiet; no late nights/after dark 

• Naturalist meetings; school groups for science projects 

• Restrict events that increase noise; loud music – no wedding receptions please 

• An event in spring – similar to the Salamander Festival 

• Salamander festival be the weekend (2 days) 

• Kids fishing event at Belfountain 

• More volunteer opportunities – I would love to be involved  

• Workshops 

• Yoga in the park 

• Low-impact environmental (nature) walks, studies, guided educational? 

• Not a location for weddings, film shoots, large gatherings owing to the fragility of the size of the parkette 

• Excerpt from previous objectives handout “mitigate impacts of human activities such as visitor use…” - this 

should be respected.  Manage non-native invasive species.  Maintain or improve amount of natural cover.  

Monitor, maintain and enhance habitat for species at risk.  

• Winter skating on the pond 

• I see this park as a centre for experiencing and learning about the natural and environmental aspects of the 

Niagara Escarpment and Credit River watershed and World Biosphere Reserve and not as a venue for 

weddings, conferences and commercial events 

• Hiking is always enjoyable but I don’t go when it is packed with noisy, littering and unappreciative of nature 

tourists 

• Get park rangers that eject litterers and people who are combative, disruptive.  Enforce rules and regulations, 

including afterhours vandals 

• Guided hikes (partner with salamander festival) 

• Concerts in the park (partner with Melville White Church Music Programs) 

• I think you need partner activities with Belfountain existing celebrations.  Show good will and motivation to 

work with the community. 

• Not right now. 

• In addition to our annual stocking and education activities, we have had several formal Atlantic Salmon 

events at the CA in the past, and hope to have more.   
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• Art shows, sculpting, cultural heritage demonstrations, have featured activities on weekends, canoe building, 

fly fishing, rock climbing, focus on getting people involved – have a max on # of participants to maximize 

opportunities. 

 

23.  Please use the following space to ask any other questions you may have and the Study Team will provide 

a response within the following weeks.  You can also use this space to provide general comments: 

• Security cameras (night time), video surveillance 

• Do not be afraid to charge a significant fee for park usage, especially for special functions 

• Weekend security dictates a more enforced/enforceable way of keeping out after-hour non-desirables  

• Keep the park in a natural state 

• Electronic billboard size signage at outskirts of park to inform visitors of heavy usage days that park is at 

capacity. 

• As a resident of Belfountain, I am upset about the proposed expansion of the conservation area – no 

additional parking spaces should be added – it will not alleviate the parking and congestion in the village.  

There are far too many people allowed in the park at peak times.  The majority of visitors do not care about 

educational info etc.  They just want a green spot to get far away from their homes in Brampton/Mississauga, 

though school groups would benefit from the educational aspect, many visitors have no respect for the 

environment – tossing garbage and dirty diapers in the village.  Obstructing safe entry to our driveways and 

extra parking spaces will not help.   

• Extra parking will just bring in more people.  The water/wells in Belfountain are already compromised.  The 

residents in Belfountain should have respect from the CVC we need to be listened to.  Not just have meetings 

here.  I fear plans will go ahead despite the impact on this changing village.  

• You guys do a great job.  Many thanks! 

• Thank-you! Staff on site on Sept 27 were excellent – very knowledgeable and enthusiastic, clearly love their 

work. 

• How do you expand with added infrastructure to accommodate or foster expected growth without seriously 

degrading or destroying this iconic small jewel? 

• Is the CVC’s mandate conservationism or tourism?  This site is too fragile to be exploited. 

• Unsanctioned use is a huge issue.  Excessive rowdiness, noise and even smoke have been witnessed/heard 

from our property across the valley.  How can this be monitored/ policed? 

• The dam and headpond reconstruction will be very costly and presumably is the priority, surely.  The 

definition of iconic needs to be addressed in the context of this unique situation. 

• The proximity of the Belfountain hamlet creates a very unique situation in terms of traffic, traffic noise and 

pollution, water issues and land use encroachment. 

• Rural life in this area is becoming increasingly compromised.  Would the CVC commit to helping concerned 

citizens preserve this fabulous setting and help protect it from severe urban pressures that have threatened 

this fragile area.  

• Visitor’s experience of the natural environment is not enhanced by the crowds that amusement and theme 

parks attract.  The parking area and park itself are not large enough to support huge numbers of visitors and 

events.  Any enhancement to the facility should recognize and correspond in scale to the site’s real visitor 

capacity.   This would mean downsizing the scale of the proposed visitor’s centre and enforcing capacity 

limits for the picnics, events and buses.  

• Recommendations re: Gardens.  1) native species maintained in a somewhat English garden aesthetic where 

formal beds might be considered.  2) Native species planted to replicate natural woodland and meadow and 

riparian habitats 3) the plan should incorporate commitment to funds and maintenance that are not 

dependent on volunteers from the community.  A sustainable plan requires a high level of expertise, 

coordination and time commitment.   

• Make more picnic pods all around the park – off the trails on both sides of the pond and river.  Make them as 

unobtrusive as possible, giving the feeling of a touch of privacy/remoteness/natural uniqueness, while 

providing each with its unobtrusive view of some feature (river, pond, falls, rapids – a Big challenge!).  To 

accomplish this in the forecourt make the picnic pods by the river, semi hidden with surrounding natural 

plantings.  One space should be left to encourage and welcome walkers to the river’s edge.   

• The info centre by the parking lot should have a partially covered deck with a “window” looking over a 

portion of the pond – not to expose the around the pond picnic sites. 
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• Admission:  free walk-in policy encourages people to clog the village with packed cars.  What about free 

admission for walk-ins with a postal code beginning with (LXXXX) or a Bruce Trail membership card.  Admit 

all cyclists free.  Cars -$15 with one adult, $10 with two adults, $5 with three adults, Free with 4 adults or 

some such incentives. 

• Thanks for trying to get it right. 

• What is the carrying capacity for the park? 

• What is the budget allocated for these repairs, renovations and improvements? 

• Does the EA provide details of visitor impact detrimental to the environment? 

• Has the safety issue for pedestrians been resolved for the Willoughby/OHT owned property? 

• Can Ontario Parks, Provincial Parks and Conservation Reserve Act regulations be adopted, specifically 

regarding visitor capacity and ecological capacity?  

• Ecological integrity re: increased # of bathrooms on septic facilities does the EA take into effect existing 

figures or projected figures and the proximity of the new bathrooms to the river? 

• Pavilions, visitor centre, capacity dictated by compliance with building code and Ontario Fire code.  Based on 

the square footage will visitors to the park be capped at the capacity of the visitors centre? 

• What about designating # of visitors by # of parking spaces with additional # of pedestrian visitors allowed 

based on a total figure (that figure being ecologically sustainable). 

• There was a concern raised about the size of the visitor/interpretive centre.  Some folks were against 5,000 

sq. ft.  if building is used for washrooms, CVC office space and interpretive centre, perhaps a ‘blue print’ of 

space allocations would be more helpful.  Can the building be 1.5 stories to reduce its footprint perhaps?  

Should it have vending machines with water bottles which would allow the water source for flushing to come 

from collected rain water supplemented from river flow? 

 

Additional Comments 
• Talk to stewardship about signs/birdhouses for participating in programs 

• I am a long time resident of Caledon, and I cherish its grace and elegance. I understand why people from 

more urban locations choose to visit the Belfountain Conservation Area. It is a small, lovely site that is close 

to Toronto, Mississauga and other parts of the GTA. As I heard your Chief Administration Officer explain at 

the recent Public Meeting, it is the jewel in the crown of the Credit Valley Conservation.  It is my hope that 

you and all the CVC staff intend on keeping it that way.  As I review the feedback received and management 

policies document, I see that a lot of hard work is being put into addressing many of the issues that are faced 

daily at the CA. I do have a number of comments and questions, however, that I will include here. 

• With respect to the Questionnaire #2, my first statement is that all the options are basically the same, with 

small changes. So I will not bother you with specifics about preferred options. What I am most curious about 

is why this work is being considered? Why does the facility require new landscaping? I am certain there will 

need to be some work following the EA work, but why sink all sorts of money into creating a new landscape? 

Would it not be preferable to sink that money into restoring the ecological integrity of the site? I would 

recommend installing features that restore and maintain EI, rather than upgrade the look of the site…which in 

turn will attract more visitors and continue to damage the EI. 

o Why does the CVC wish to increase visitation? 

o Why does the CVC want to build a visitor centre 

o Why does the CVC believe a visitor centre is needed? (not wanted, but needed) 

o Why does the CVC want to increase parking inside the park? (I am well aware of parking issues in 

the hamlet, but I don’t understand why that would be the concern of the CVC).  
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Summary of Key Themes 
The following points reflect the key themes that emerged through participants’ questions and comments. 

Note that these key themes are numbered for reference only. 

 

1. Many participants felt that the traffic caused by the current level of visitors to Belfountain 

Conservation Area was creating impacts on the Hamlet of Belfountain and other nearby residential 

communities. 

 

2. Some participants indicated confusion over the purpose and use of the proposed visitor centre.   

 

3. Some participants indicated concern over vandalism and after-hours activities that sometimes take 

place in Belfountain Conservation Area.  

 

4. Several participants stated that they were in agreement with many of the projects, in general, but 

were concerned over increased visitation and traffic.   

 

5. Some participants indicated that they were happy to see effort going into the management of the 

Complex. 
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Attachment A. Meeting Agenda 

 

Belfountain Complex Management Plan and Class Environmental Assessment 

Public Information Centre 

 

Date:  September 22, 2015 

Time: 6:00 pm – 9:00 pm 

Location:  Caledon Ski Club - 17431 Mississauga Rd, Caledon, ON L7K 0E9 

 

Draft Agenda: 

 

Time Topic Lead 

6:00pm – 6:30pm 
Registration & Welcome 

- Review of poster boards 
CVC 

6:30pm – 6:35pm Welcome and Thank-you CVC  

6:35pm – 6:45pm 

Presentation 

Belfountain Complex 

- Project Review Overview 

CVC  

6:45pm – 7:00pm 
Belfountain Dam and Headpond Class EA 

- Introduction and Overview 
AMEC-FW  

7:00pm – 7:10pm 
Belfountain Management Plan 

- Guiding Statements & Management Policies 
CVC 

7:10pm – 7:25pm Belfountain Conservation Area Concept Plans BMI 

7:25pm – 7:30pm Thank you and Next Steps CVC 

7:30pm – 7:45pm Open Q&A Period AMEC-FW, CVC  

7:45pm – 9:00pm Review of Poster Boards All 

 

Acronyms 

CVC:  Credit Valley Conservation 

AMEC-FW:  Amec Foster Wheeler (Consultant retained to undertake Class Environmental Assessment on 

the Belfountain Dam and Headpond 

BMI:  Brook McIlroy Inc.  (Landscape architecture firm retained to develop concepts and designs for the 

Belfountain Complex) 
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Attachment B: Questionnaire 

 

 

Please return completed questionnaires to any member of the Study Team 

during the meeting or to the following contacts after the meeting: 
 
Credit Valley Conservation  

Ms. Laura Rundle 
Conservation Lands Planner  

1255 Old Derry Road 

Mississauga, Ontario, L5N 6R4 

Tel: (905) 670.1615 ext.535 

email: lrundle@creditvalleyca.ca 

 

Amec Foster Wheeler  
Environment & Infrastructure 

Mr. Ron Scheckenberger, M.Eng., P.Eng. 

Project Manager 

3215 North Service Road, P.O. Box 220 

Burlington ON  L7N 3G2 

Tel: 905.335.2353 

Toll Free: 1.866.751.2353 

Email: ron.scheckenberger@amecfw.com 
 

 

Please ensure that your questionnaire is in the mail no later than  

Wednesday, October 7
th

, 2015. 

  

Questionnaire & Comment Sheet 
Public Consultation Session 
 
Thank you for attending CVC’s public consultation session for the Belfountain Complex 

Management Plan and Class Environmental Assessment.  Your feedback is important to us and is 

an integral part of both the Management Plan and Class Environmental Assessment processes.    

PLEASE PRINT 

Name/Association:  

E-mail:  

Address:  

Municipality:  

Postal Code:  
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CVC is undertaking a Conservation Ontario Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA) to 

determine how best to manage the Belfountain Dam and Headpond in the future.  A Class EA 

must follow a specific process that can be summarized with the following steps:   
 

1. Document the Baseline Inventory (background information) & identify the problem 
2. Evaluate alternative solutions and select a preferred alternative 

3. Conduct a detailed analysis of environmental impact 

 

At this time, the baseline inventory (Step 1) has been completed, and development of the 

alternatives (Step 2) has begun but is not yet completed.  Public consultation is integral 

component of a Class EA and public input will be considered at every step.   

 

Please note that this questionnaire is specific to the Belfountain Dam and Headpond Class EA; a 

separate questionnaire has been provided in your package regarding the Belfountain Complex 

Management Plan.  

 

CVC has established seven (7) Study Objectives for this project.  The preferred alternative for 

the Belfountain Dam and Headpond will be required to meet these objectives. 

 
Objective Ranking 

1) Maintain a fisheries barrier between upstream Brook Trout 

and downstream invasive and non-native species 
 

2) Reduce/minimize risk to visitors, staff and affected property   

3) Maintain or improve the visitor experience  

4) Conserve and enhance cultural heritage attributes  

5) Promote natural stream function  

6) Strive for long-term sustainability including economic 

viability 
 

7) Conserve and enhance natural heritage attributes  

 

1. Please rank the objectives (1 to 7) in order of importance to you in the space provided 

above.  Place a ‘1’ beside the most important, ‘2’ beside the second most important, etc. 
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2. Are there other objectives you think the Class Environmental Assessment should 

consider?  Why? (These should be specific to the dam and headpond) 

 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

3. What is your vision for the Belfountain Dam and Headpond? 

 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 
4.  The presentation and poster boards provide the Baseline Inventory (background 

information) for the study area under various technical study categories.  Is there any 

information that you think is important to the study that the Study Team may not be aware 

of?  This could be problems you’ve observed in the study area, wildlife observations, or other 

relevant information. 
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Forecourt: Please let us know what you think about the concepts for the forecourt (entrance and lower picnic area): 
 

5.   What is your preferred option for the forecourt? ______________________________________________________ 

 

6.  Why? ________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

7.  What features do you particularly like or dislike in the forecourt? 

Item Really Like Like Neutral Not a Fan 
Strongly 

Dislike 
Comments 

Pedestrian Entry-way       

Accessible Drop-off Area       

River Access       

Bike Parking       

Accessible Trail       

Defined Picnic Spaces       

Flexible Picnic Spaces        

Shoreline & Inland Plantings       

 
9.  Do you have any other thoughts or comments about the forecourt area? 
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Visitor Centre and Parking: Please let us know what you think about the concepts for the visitor centre and parking area: 

10.   What is your preferred option for the visitor centre and parking area? _____________________________________ 

 

11.  Why?  ________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

12.  What features do you particularly like or dislike in the visitor centre and parking area? 

Item Really Like Like Neutral Not a Fan 
Strongly 

Dislike 
Comments 

Drop off area/Entry plaza       

Increased Parking Spaces       

Overflow Parking Area       

New Visitor Centre & Workshop (One 

Building) 
      

New Visitor Centre & Existing Workshop 

(Two Buildings) 
      

 
13.  Do you have any other thoughts or comments about the visitor centre and parking area? 
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Hillside Garden: Please let us know what you think about the concepts for the hillside garden (upper picnic area): 

 

14.   What is your preferred option for the hillside garden? _________________________________________________ 

 

15.  Why?  ________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

16.  What features do you particularly like or dislike in the hillside garden? 

Item Really Like Like Neutral Not a Fan 
Strongly 

Dislike 
Comments 

Picnic Pods       

Accessible Trail       

Forest Trail       

Footpath       

Removal of Existing Staircase       

Reconstruction of Existing Staircase       

 
17.  Do you have any other thoughts or comments about the hillside garden? 
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Portico: Please let us know what you think about the concepts for the portico (pumphouse, bridge area): 

 

18.   What is your preferred option for the portico? ________________________________________________________ 

 

19.  Why? ________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

20.  What features do you particularly like or dislike in the portico? 

Item Really Like Like Neutral Not a Fan 
Strongly 

Dislike 
Comments 

Existing building retrofitted with accessible 

washroom 
      

Lawn with informal seating       

Covered deck with informal seating       

Riverside deck        

 
21.  Do you have any other thoughts or comments about the portico? 
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22.  Do you have any ideas for special events or activities that would be a good fit for Belfountain Conservation Area? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

23.  Please use the following space to ask any other questions you may have and the Study Team will provide a response within the 

following weeks.  You can also use this space to provide general comments: 
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